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Abstract
Cervical cancer (CC) represents the most common cancer among women in developing countries. Present
confirmation suggests that human papillomavirus (HPV) testing is more efficient than cytology for CC screening. Even
if implementing a high-quality cytology programme in these countries is probable, it would only be fairly effective.
This is because the presently used Pap test misses approximately 50% of high-grade precursor lesions and cancers
with a single screening.
Several screening alternatives have been planned for areas with incomplete resources. Amid these, visual inspection
with acetic acid (VIA) includes the application to the cervix of 5% diluted acetic acid (vinegar), making the dysplastic
epithelium turn white (acetowhitening). Screening with HPV testing and VIA have been verified to be effective and
potentially cost-effective in low-resource settings, allowing for fewer follow-up visits (e.g., screen-and-treat
approaches) and, in the case of HPV testing, automated processing of laboratory specimens that reduces resource
and quality control necessities
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C

ervical cancer (CC) represents the most
common cancer among women in
developing
countries,
principally
because of the failure either to start or
continue successful cervical-cancer screening
programs. This potentially preventable and
curable cancer continues to cause high
mortality among relatively young women living
in low-resource countries (1). The main
obstacles inbuilt to these countries are poverty
and a deficient healthcare infrastructures and
trained practitioners. With the availability of
novel
technologies,
researchers
have
attempted to discover new strategies that are
modified to low- and middle-income countries
to encourage early diagnosis of cervical
pathology. Present confirmation suggests that

human papillomavirus (HPV) testing is more
efficient than cytology for CC screening (2).
The implementation of health care measures to
prevent cervical cancer reflects the priority of
women (especially middle aged women) in a
society, as well as the civilization and progress
of a country. However, this measure has not
been employed by developing countries, and
the goal to screen CC for middle aged women
has not been realized. This is probably
attributed to the imbalance of health care
resources in developing countries; limited
medical resources are used in a small
population (3).
Even though new studies hold up the possible
promise of an effective vaccine against
selected high-risk types of HPV, the vaccine is
not up till now commercially accessible (4,5).
Given that first-generation vaccines will target
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young adolescents, it will require several
decades to settle on the effect of these
vaccines on the rate of death from cervical
cancer. As current vaccines target only two
types of oncogenic HPV, a combination of
screening and vaccination will most likely be
necessary. Thus, appropriate accomplishment
of a cost-effective screening plan for use in
developing countries is chiefly critical (6).
A cytology-based (Pap test) screening program
requires repeat testing and visits to recognize
women who require treatment. In addition, a
cytopathologist, a colposcopy specialist and a
pathologist should also be concerned. To
promise the success of a screening program,
training and ongoing education are vital (7).
Preceding knowledge has shown no decline in
the incidence and/or mortality of CC and this is
perhaps because of low-quality cytology
smears (8). Furthermore, even if implementing a
high-quality cytology program in these
countries is probable, it would only be fairly
effective. This is because the presently used
Pap test misses approximately 50% of highgrade precursor lesions and cancers with a
single screening. As well, in low-resource
settings, women would probably only be
screened once or twice in their lifetime (2,9).
Several screening alternatives have been
planned for areas with incomplete resources.
amid these, visual inspection with acetic acid
(VIA) includes the application to the cervix of
5% diluted acetic acid (vinegar), making the
dysplastic
epithelium
turn
white
(acetowhitening). The key advantages of this
technique are that unlike conventional
cytology, it is of little cost, uncomplicated to
carry out and does not need specialized
laboratory. The outcomes of the test are
obtained more or less without delay facilitating
same-day screen and management. However,
VIA is controversial because of concerns over
its reproducibility and accuracy (10).
HPV testing presently has restricted use in lowincome countries. It demands laboratory
infrastructure, skilled technicians, and storage
services. Still, HPV testing provides a
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reproducible profile of women who are at high
risk of developing precancerous or cancerous
lesions. When used unaccompanied, or in
combination with VIA, HPV DNA testing has
shown great promise (11).
Screening with HPV testing and VIA have been
verified to be effective (12-14) and potentially
cost-effective (6) in low-resource settings,
allowing for fewer follow-up visits (e.g., screenand-treat approaches) and, in the case of HPV
testing, automated processing of laboratory
specimens that reduces resource and quality
control necessities (15). Besides, the World
Health Organization has newly recommended
the use of HPV testing or VIA for cervical cancer
screening in those regions and countries that
have not previously established a successful,
high-coverage Pap-based program (16).
Management options differ for women who
test positive for HPV. In low resource settings
where colposcopy and biopsy may not be on
hand, conducting VIA after a positive HPV test
can help decide if precancerous lesions are
present on the cervix and if cryotherapy
treatment is fitting. In some settings, even if
the woman does not have a visibly noticeable
lesion, cryotherapy has been performed on the
whole cervical transformation zone particularly
if the woman is unlikely to come back for
follow-up care (17).
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